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Abstract: In this paper an agent approach for providing security in distributed systems such as computer networks, 
Grid systems is presented. This approach envisages on-line and off-line monitoring in order to analyze users’ activity. 
The monitoring is done with the use of intelligent methods, namely neural networks.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays it is practically impossible to imagine 

different areas of human activity without the use of 
distributed systems, for example, corporate 
computer networks, Grid systems [1] for complex 
scientific problems solving, etc. However, it is 
evident that the work of many organizations (or set 
of organizations) considerably depends upon 
effective use of distributed systems resources and 
the level of their protection. Many problems, such as 
data storage, data transfer, information processing 
automation, complex problems solving are entrusted 
on them. The security level of information used in 
distributed systems can vary from private and 
business to military and state secret. The violation of 
information confidentiality, integrity and 
accessibility may have significant and undesirable 
consequences to its owner. Besides, many sources 
report that the majority (80%) of information 
security incidents is perpetrated by insiders 
(Microsoft Encyclopedia of Security, 2003) [2]. This 
means that internal computer users constitute the 
largest threat to the computer systems security. 

Unfortunately, traditional methods (such as 
identification and authentication, access restriction, 
etc.) are not seemed to solve this problem at all. 
These rigorous and deterministic approaches possess 
some drawbacks; among them is low ability of 
internal malicious users detection, inability to 
process large amounts of information, low 
productivity, etc. That is why new approaches for 
users activity monitoring (including those relying on 
intelligent methods) are applied. 

We may consider so called Personal Security 
Programs that are used by commercial companies to 

monitor the activity of their employees. The results 
of such monitoring can be used to reveal malicious 
users in the case of information leakage, or to find 
out whether users use computers for their personal 
purposes. For example, such programs as PC Spy 
(www.softdd.com/pcspy/index.htm), Inlook Express 
(www.jungle-monkey.com), Paparazzi 
(www.industar.net) allow to capture and save screen 
images (screenshots) showing exactly what was 
being viewed by users. All screens can be captured, 
including Web pages, chat windows, email 
windows, and anything else shown on the monitor. 
However, these programs have some disadvantages; 
among them are high volume of stored information 
and manual configuration of snapshots frequency. 

Another example refers to Intrusion Detection 
Systems (IDS), particularly anomaly detection in 
computer systems. Usually, a model of normal user 
behavior is firstly created, so during monitoring any 
abnormal activity can be regarded as potential 
intrusion. Different approaches are applied to the 
development of anomaly detection systems: 
statistical methods [3], expert systems [4], finite 
automata [5], neural networks [6-8], agent-based 
systems [9], rule-based networks, genetic 
algorithms, etc. 

Generally, the development of monitoring system 
involves two phases: creation of user behavior 
model and system implementation. First phase 
involves the following steps: data collection and data 
pre-processing, when useful information about user 
activity is collected from log-files; data processing, 
when feature extraction is made to data 
representation and dimension reduction methods are 
used to reduce the size of the data; application of 
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different techniques to obtain interesting 
characteristics of users’ behavior; interpretation of 
the results. During the implementation phase it 
should be taken into account the distributed and 
heterogeneous nature of distributed systems and a 
great number of users in it. Therefore, it is advisable 
to provide an autonomous module for each user 
behavior model built during the first phase. 
Moreover, in some cases this module has to move in 
the system since the user can work on different 
workstations (computers). Thus, the monitoring 
system has to be distributed and scalable, it should 
enable the work with different operating systems and 
data formats, it should have independent modules to 
enable autonomy and mobility. To meet these 
requirements, agent technology represents the most 
appropriate way [10-11]. 

In this paper we present an agent approach for 
providing security in distributed systems. This 
approach envisages on-line and off-line monitoring 
that enables the detection of anomalies and 
irregularities in users’ behavior. On-line monitoring 
is carried in real time, and is used to predict user 
actions. For this purpose, we use neural networks 
[12]. Off-line monitoring is done after the user has 
ended his work, and is based on the analysis of 
statistical information obtained during user’s work. 
We use neural network as classifier to distinguish 
normal and anomalous user behavior. The use of on-
line and off-line monitoring allows to reflect both 
dynamical and statistical features of user’s activity. 
Considering system implementation, we use 
programming language Java and Aglets Software 
Development Kit (ASDK) for the development of 
mobile agents. 

 
2. AGENT PARADIGM 

The main point about agents is that they are 
autonomous, i.e. capable of acting independently. 
An agent is anything that can be viewed as 
perceiving its environment through sensors and 
acting upon that environment through effectors [10]. 
That is, the agent can be characterized by the 
following set: 

 
<S, Prog, Eff, Arch, P, A, G, E>               (1) 

 
where E defines the environment where agent 
functions; S — sensors through which it perceives 
information from environment; Eff — effectors 
through which agent can act on environment; P — 
what kind of information agent can perceive from its 
sensors; A — what kind of actions agent can make 
using its effectors; Prog (program) Prog: P–>A — 
defines agent’s response to its percepts; G — goal 
the agent trying to reach; Arch — agent’s 

architecture. 
Main agents’ properties are the following ones 

[13]: autonomy, reactivity (provides an ongoing 
interaction with its environment, and responds to 
changes that occur in it), proactiveness (means goal 
directed behavior of agent), social ability (ability to 
interact with other agents via some kind of agent-
communication language, and perhaps co-operate 
with others), mobility (the ability of an agent to 
move around an electronic network), rationality 
(agent will act in order to achieve its goals), 
learning/adaptation (agents improve performance 
over time). 

In this paper, software agents will be used for 
implementation of intelligent security system. In 
general, they represent computer programs and act 
in computer systems. Thus, according to (1) for 
software agent we have — E=computer system, 
Arch=program code, S and Eff represent some 
functions (or, in general case, programs) through 
which agent can interact with environment. 

 
3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND 

FUNCTIONALITY 
Proposed intelligent security system for users’ 

activity monitoring in distributed systems consists of 
the following components (Fig. 1): 

— On-line User Agent that provides on-line 
monitoring, 

— Off-line User Agent that provides off-line 
monitoring, 

— Controller Agent that manages other agents, 
— Database. 
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Fig. 1 - System architecture 

 
On-line User Agent. This agent is functioning in 

real time with the aim to detect anomalies and 
irregularities in computer users’ activity. It predicts 
user actions on the basis of previous ones. For this 
purpose neural network is used. The output of neural 
network is compared to real actions performed by 
user. If the relative number of correctly predicted 
actions larger than specified threshold, then it can be 
assumed that user behavior is normal. Otherwise is 
abnormal. Additionally, this agent collects 
information about user activity and stores it in 
database. This type of agents should be constructed 
for different operating systems used in computer 
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system (e.g. Win2К/XP, Win98, FreeBSD). 
Off-line User Agent. This agent works off-line 

(i.e. after the user has ended his work) and tries to 
detect anomalies in the user activity on the basis of 
statistical parameters (user signature). The following 
set of characteristics about user behavior were taken 
as user signature: the set of processes (number of 
processes started by user), results of on-line agent 
functioning (number of correctly predicted processes 
by On-line User Agent), user login host (the set of 
hosts from which user logs on), user session time 
(the session duration for the user), user activity time 
(the time of user session starting). For each user its 
own Off-line User Agent is created based on feed-
forward neural network. The network was trained to 
distinguish normal and abnormal user behavior. 

Controller Agent. This agent is responsible for 
overall system functioning; agents initializing and 
coordination; interaction with database. 

Database. Contains data that is needed for system 
functioning. 

When the user logs on (that is, begins his work 
on computer), Controller Agent creates 
corresponding On-line User Agent and initializes it. 
On-line User Agent gets data about specified user 
from database and moves to computer where the 
user works. During the user’s session, this agent 
monitors user’s activity by predicting his actions 
(with the help of neural network) and comparing 
them to real ones. If the relative number of correctly 
predicted actions larger than specified threshold, 
then it can be assumed that user behavior is normal. 
Otherwise is abnormal. In the case of anomaly 
detection On-line User Agent informs Controller 
Agent about suspicious activity. When user finishes 
his work, On-line User Agent is destroyed. 

At the end of the day (when the system load is 
low) Controller Agent initializes Off-line User 
Agent. On the basis of data obtained from On-line 
User Agent it detects if the user activity was normal 
or abnormal. In the case of abnormal activity (i.e. it 
had anomalies) Off-line User Agent informs 
Controller Agent about it. 

 
4. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 
Different experiments were run to demonstrate 

the efficiency of both On-line User Agent and Off-
line User Agent. Since both types of agents are 
based on the use of neural networks, firstly, data 
needed for neural network training were obtained 
during a real work of users in Space Research 
Institute NASU-NSAU. For this purpose special 
software was developed. 

For On-line User Agent log files were 
transformed into format suitable for neural network. 
That is, for each user an alphabet of commands was 

created, and each command was assigned an 
identifier (decimal number). For neural network 
input a binary coding was applied (7 bits for each 
command). It was used feed-forward neural network 
trained with back-propagation algorithm [12] to 
predict user command on the basis of 5 previous 
ones. Thus, the dimension of input data space is 35. 
In turn, for output data decimal coding was applied, 
and the dimension of output data space is 1. As to 
neural network architecture, we used neural network 
with 3 layers: input layer with 35 neurons, hidden 
layer with 35 neurons, and output layer with 1 
neuron. 

Then all data were randomly mixed and divided 
into train and test sets (70% for training and 30% for 
testing). Results of neural network work on test data 
showed that overall predictive accuracy (that is, the 
number of correctly predicted commands divided by 
total number) for different users varied from 33% to 
59%. To demonstrate that neural network was able 
to distinguish one user from another we run so called 
cross experiments. It was done in two ways. First 
one consisted in the following: data obtained during 
the work of one user (name him illegal user) were 
put to neural network trained for another (legal 
user). In such a case, overall predictive accuracy of 
neural network hardly exceeded 5%. Such 
experiment modeled the situation when illegal user 
logged on and begun to work under account of 
another user. 

The second method of cross experiments was 
done by inserting data of illegal user into data of 
legal one. This experiment modeled the situation 
when intruder begun to work under account of 
another user already logged on. In a such case, 
overall predictive accuracy begun considerably 
decrease. Another measure that can be used to 
distinguish normal and anomalous user activity is 
short-time predictive accuracy. It differs from 
overall one that it takes into account only last 
commands performed by user (for example, twenty 
last commands) but not all. Short-time predictive 
accuracy for illegal user is considerably less then for 
legal one (from 33%-59% to below 5%). 

Therefore, experimental results showed the 
possibility of neural network to distinguish with 
confidence normal and abnormal (anomalous) user 
behavior. 

As with On-line User Agent, all data needed for 
Off-line User Agent were obtained from log files. 
Then it was encoded, divided into training and test 
sets, and input to neural network. Results of neural 
network work on test data gave 80% accuracy of 
correct user behavior classification. That is, 
experiments showed that Off-line User Agent was 
able to distinguish normal and abnormal 
(anomalous) user behavior. Additionally, Off-line 
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User Agent can be used to verify the work of On-
line User Agent. 

 
5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

Proposed intelligent security system was 
implemented with use of mobile agents. Java 
language and Aglets Software Development Kit 
(ASDK) were chosen, respectively, as programming 
language and environment for the development of 
mobile agents. 

Java offers the set of unique features that allows 
to ease the development of multi-agent systems. The 
following properties of Java should be mentioned: 
platform independence; secure code execution; 
dynamic class loading; multithreading 
programming; object serialization. In turn, the 
following disadvantages should be regarded: 
unequal support of resources control; lack of secure 
object references; lack of state execution recovery 
and retention support. 

ASDK represents free-ware software, provided 
by IBM. It is used to develop mobile agents that are 
called aglets (http://sourceforge.net/projects/aglets/). 
The following properties of ASDK could be 
mentioned: the use of special MASIF (Mobile Agent 
System Interoperability Facility) standard which 
allows various agent systems to interoperate; the use 
of ATP (Agent Transfer Protocol) protocol that 
represents a simple application-level protocol 
designed to transmit an agent in an agent-system-
independent manner; mobility of agents; the use of 
Java security policy (JDK keytool). 

In general, aglets are Java objects that can move 
from one host on the network to another. That is, an 
aglet that executes on one host can suddenly halt 
execution, dispatch to a remote host, and start 
executing again. When the aglet moves, it takes 
along its program code as well as the states of all the 
objects it is carrying. A built-in special security 
mechanism makes it safe to host untrusted aglets. 

Proposed intelligent security system was 
implemented based on client/server architecture. 
Server side represented a special platform which was 
used for the creation of agents and its hosting (all 
agents used in the system are initiated on server 
side), for database interaction, requests redirection. 
Client side is responsible for agent functioning on 
user computers. Among its functions are support of 
agents hosting and information logging about user 
activity. Additionally, special user interface was 
developed that shows information about user logged 
on, operating system that is used, client platform 
parameters, and information about On-line User 
Agent work. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed system takes advantages of both 

intelligent methods for monitoring of user activity 
and multi-agent approach. To reflect both dynamical 
and statistical parameters of user behavior on-line 
and off-line monitoring is used. The use of neural 
network provides adaptive and robust approach for 
the analysis and generalization of data obtained from 
user activity. The use of multi-agent approach is 
motivated by the system functioning in 
heterogeneous environment, and by processing data 
in different operating systems. 
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